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Download the app on android or apple – put in the schools postcode
and you should start receiving notifications

Pioneer Centre Trip
Class 5 had a fantastic day out on Thursday at the Pioneer Centre. It really was action
packed and a great way to end the half term for them. I would like to thank the teachers
and support staff who, as you can imagine, had to put in considerable amount of planning
time and preparation in order to make it safe for the children as well as enjoyable.
Hopefully we shall be able to share any photos on the website later.
Remote learning
Another reminder to be ready (just in case) to access the suite of on-line learning
provision in the hopefully unlikely event that a class has to self-isolate. If you have any
concerns, please contact the school now and we will do all we can to sort them out.
If we do have to resort to remote learning the class teacher will provide a timetable of
learning for the day, respond to any feedback and provide support as appropriate.
However please don’t request or expect any feedback in the evening (after 4:30pm) as of
course the teachers will have their own family commitments. The class teacher will of
course respond the next day.
Finally, we have had incredibly positive feedback from the parent telephone consultations
so far and shall be completing those for classes 1 and 2 after half term.
The children have worked so hard over the last few months and their appetite for learning
and enjoyment of school life has been very pleasing. It’s just so good to have them back!
They have been very well behaved, following all the new safety procedures and have
taken everything in their stride. Last of all thank you so much for your cooperation and
understanding, it is very much appreciated.
Have a good half term and stay safe.
Mr Matthews

